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On April 1, goat simulator launched as a kind of half-joke, but has since become a huge hit with more than a million in sales. Until now, the odd hit was only available to the computer audience, but that's about to change. Coffee Studios Blot took to Twitter earlier today to announce they are bringing out a mobile version for Android and
iOS.If you have never heard of it, the game allows you to control the goat, and the whole purpose of the game is to use the goat to cause as much chaos and destruction as you can to band together through a head bucket, weapons and more. Obviously the subversive of the game isn't exactly serious, but it's been praised for its almost
addictive and enjoyable nature. So when can we experience the madness caused by goats on our favorite Android devices? The developers behind the game haven't given an exact time frame yet, although we'll make sure we keep you posted as soon as we learn more. For those who played the game on the computer, glad to see it
coming to Android? For those who have never played (or even heard of it), are curious by the (a little mindless) idea? PlayStation 4 games can be huge, and take hours to download. Fortunately, you can start downloading games even when you are away from home. All you need is sony's official smartphone app, or a web browser on any
PC. This will only work with digital games. If you have a physical copy of the game, you need to put it in the PlayStation 4 disc drive before the console starts installing it and downloading updates (of course). However, you can buy digital games away from home and they will be automatically downloaded to your PS4. Check your related
rest status settings: Should you use rest mode on the PlayStation 4, or turn it off? This requires you to use the correct power-saving settings on the PlayStation 4. In normal rest mode operation, the PlayStation 4 will stay in touch with Sony servers and wake up automatically to download updates and games you're in line to download. If
you're away from your console now, you can skip this step and just try downloading the game you want to download. Assuming your PS4 is in the default rest mode settings, it will simply work. However, if you previously disabled this feature in your console, the game will not start downloading immediately. It will download automatically
when you get home and run your PS4. To check this setting in PS4, go to Settings &gt; Power saver &gt; Set available features in rest mode. Make sure Stay connected to the Internet is enabled. This will allow your PS4 to wake up and download games and updates. You should also make sure you're connected to a PlayStation network
with the same user account you'll use on your phone. Go to Settings &gt; Account settings and select Sign in if prompted. If you see an option here, get out. You're already fully connected. How to download games from your phone you can download games from your phone using Sony's PlayStation app, available on Google Play for
Android or App Store for iPhone. Launch the app after installing it and sign in with the same PlayStation Network account you use on the PlayStation 4. Tap the PlayStation Store icon in the upper-left corner of the app. To download a game you haven't purchased yet (or downloaded before, if the game is free), find the game in the
PlayStation store here. Tap the Add to Cart button and purchase the game or tap Try free demo if it's a free demo. Once you've verified your purchase, tap the Download to your PS4 button to start downloading the game immediately to the PlayStation 4 associated with your account. To download a game you've already purchased or
previously downloaded for free, tap the account icon in the upper-right corner of the screen. Tap Purchase history in the menu that appears. Scroll through the games you have access to and tap the Download to PS4 button for everything you want to download. Your PS4 will download them automatically. You can tap your account icon
and select Download Queue to view the game queue you're downloading and their status. You can also press the X button on this screen to remotely stop downloading. How to download games from a web browser you can download games from any web browser using sony's PlayStation Store website. Go to the website, click Sign in,
and sign in with the account associated with your PS4. This process works the same on the website as it does in the PlayStation app. A paid or free game site that you want to install and purchase or download for free. Once you've verified your purchase or free download, you can click your PS4 Download button to start immediately
downloading the game on the PlayStation 4 associated with your account. To start downloading a game you've previously purchased or downloaded for free, click your account name in the upper-right corner of your Page and select Purchase History. Locate the game you want to download and click the Download to your PS4 button. To
view your download queue, click your account name in the upper-right corner of the page and select Download Queue. You can view your active downloads from this screen and even cancel them from here, if you want. If the download does not start automatically the game may take several minutes to start downloading after you click the
Download button for PS4. If it's never turned on, your PlayStation 4 has the wrong rest mode setting or isn't connected to the Internet. The download will start as soon as someone turns on your PS4 and is connected to the Internet. To ensure it works in the future, it is possible Connected to the Internet on the Set PS4 Features screen
available in rest mode. Our editors independently research, test and make advice on the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive fees for purchases made from our selected links. Whether you need to fulfill your Top Gun fantasies or simply explore the wild blue name, these are our top picks for
the best flight simulators. While they are a rare breed these days, flight sims are loved by some of the most dedicated fans in games. These Sims have flight models ranging from pure fiction to rigorous simulations. If you're looking for a game that's as close to the real thing as you can get without getting into the cockpit, it's hard to beat the
surgical accuracy of the Microsoft flight simulator. However, if you're in the mood to launch more missiles than Bill Pullman on Independence Day, look no further than a respected Ace fight series. While most of these can be played with a mouse and keyboard or controller, you may want to invest in a solid joystick or HOTAS setting
depending on your level of commitment. Take a look at our list of the best flight simulators below. What we love is an incredibly realistic simulation of thousands of airports modeling accurate weather what we don't like to experience in the cockpit in the X-Plane 11 Global Flight Simulator. This 3D simulator brings one of the truest
experiences for serious flight SIM fans with thousands of airports and sweeping landscapes including precise weather and realistic cities. Even beginners can take to the skies with smooth, easy-to-learn controls. While the installation takes some time, it's more than worth the wait once you embark on one of seven aircraft models. The XPlane 11 features a brand new interface that boasts speed and accessibility to players of any skill level. This simulator comes highly recommended by professional pilots and can help prepare anyone interested in testing for their pilot's license. With impressive graphics and precise details, flight enthusiasts of all kinds will be instantly
immersed and lost in the most detailed environments. Available for Windows 7, 8, or 10 with a 64-bit processor: Intel Core i5. What we love is a mission-based structure and excellent graphics and tons of extra content what we don't like a slightly outdated-feel interface Take your flight simulation to the next level with Microsoft's expansive
X flight simulator: Gold Edition. Create your own itineraries, fly around the world, and even make your own planes. In addition, with a mission-based game, your time in the sky can last for hours at a time with over 80 missions from all over the world. You can even expand your game by taking off airplane skins and purchasing extensions
from third-party developers. You can make the plane of your dreams with infinity This game requires a powerful graphics card and processor which, combined with its high price, can cost you quite a penny in the end. Microsoft Flight Simulator: Gold Edition is available for Windows XP, 7 and 8 standard editions and Deluxe, the latter of
which comes with additional cities, planes and airports to explore. What do we love about the excellent space program SIM realistic aerodynamics and orbital physics diverse game modes What don't we like looking for an out-of-the-world experience that will take you to infinity and beyond? Get ready to take to the stars with the Krebell
space program. Build your own spacecraft as you take charge of the titular space program for a charming alien race known as Kerbals. Using precise and realistic aerodynamics and orbital physics, this game makes you explore space and keep your team alive. You even have to engineer your ship to make sure it takes off. Carval is not
your typical flight simulator, but it's fun and engaging to take on the genre nonetheless. It includes lots of features that will test your creativity and keep you entertaining for hours on edge. Try three different game modes - Science, Career and Sandbox - each of which you'll want to play over and over again. In addition, there is a set of
extensions and improved release to keep the game going. The Carbell Space program is available for Windows XP SP2, Vista, 7, 8, and 10. What we liked authentic helicopter SIM and challenging missions included multiplayer mode and what we didn't like to experience the thrill of helicopters in one of the best immersive simulators out
there, take on helicopters. Built after 10 years of experience in developing complex military simulators, this game puts players into an authentic helicopter experience, with stunning and rich landscapes serving as a backdrop. With three helicopter models to choose from, players can improve their flying skills while taking on a challenging
mission-based game. Experience the various skills and techniques needed for a helicopter pilot from lifting an aerial crane to ambulance duties for military transport. Looking for some multiplayer action? There is an online mode, with built-in voice chat. Although there are plenty of tasks and modes to choose from, the environment is a bit
restrictive. The only options are Seattle and South Asia. But it's ideal for flight simulator fans of all kinds, from rookie to expert, nonetheless. Take On helicopters are available for Windows XP, Vista, and 7. What we love is fun arcade fighting fascinating world and plot huge selection of planes what we don't like time-based mission
assessments earn your stripes in the incredibly realistic world of Strangereal in Ace Fighting 7: Unknown Sky. Whether you're ready to be breathlessly damaged by the very detailed animation or looking for intense aerial combat, Ace Fighting is ready to bring it all in. It Combines current, real weapons and the near future, which makes
fighting mixed and idling. Weather and environment shape game, posing a unique challenge to the most competing flight simulators. Players can experience intense air battles in player-versus-player (PvP) mode with a large number of aircraft to choose from. Enhance your aerial combat experience with full 360-degree movement and
pure thrills. The biggest drawbacks is your mission rating based on time, which means your killstreak is not nearly as important as getting the task done on time, a notable departure from previous Ace Fighting games. Ace Combat 7 is available for Windows 7, 8.1, and 10. The final verdict for the most detailed and realistic flight models,
look no further than the X-Plane 11 or Microsoft's acclaimed flight simulator. If you're in the mood for arcade-style, chaotic air combat backed by a surprisingly backed-up and interesting story, check out Ace Fighting 7 and its wild world of Strangereal. Zack Sweat is an experienced game and technology journalist whose work has appeared
in outlets such as IGN and Void Media. He earned a double degree in multimedia journalism and photography from the University of North Florida. Lauren Hill is a gaming expert with a B.A. in English and creative writing from the University of North Texas. Her body of work includes landing pages for IP such as Dragon Ball Z and Your
Name, and has appeared in publications such as the current digital magazine and B-TEN. Airplane Choice – Each flight simulator game offers a different array of planes that you can fly. The World War II game will be historic aircraft from this era, while games scheduled at today's time will be more modern aircraft. Some games even have
the option to create your own coupon. Level of detail - the graphics of your game make all the difference. While some of it depends on the capabilities of your gaming system, the development of the game will also play a factor. The more realistic and detailed the graphics, the more immersive the experience will be. Extras - For all their
most basic simulators, all flight simulators are the same. However, the additions really define one game apart from that. If variation is important to you, look for games with lots of different airports and landscapes. You can also change the experience by manipulating the weather conditions, cargo weights and aircraft skins. Skins.
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